1. **Country/location of visit**
Kyoto University PRI

2. **Research project**
Study on Genome science training course

3. **Date (departing from/returning to Japan)**
2014. 10. 27 – 2014. 10. 31 (5days)

4. **Main host researcher and affiliation**
Dr. Professor Imai and Kishida at PRI Institute and Wildlife Research Center, Kyoto University

5. **Progress and results of your research/activity** (You can attach extra pages if needed)
I analyzed genome types of animal species that were on Oitabi surface. We did DNA extraction, after that we did PCR and cycle sequencer. We analyzed animals by using a software and Database on the internet. We confirmed that Japanese macaques, deer and a insect ate Oitabi through genome analysis.

The genome training course was very hard for me but It was interesting and it will be helpful for my research.
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6. **Others**